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Abstract 

In this article we study the properties of certain quantum systems 
outside a rotating cosmic gauge string. It is shown that particle en
ergies couple to the angular momentum density in the string, even 
though the particles are constrained only to move outside the string 
core where the Riemarnian curvature vanishes identically. This effect 
may be looked upon as a gravitational analog of the Aharanov-Bohm 
effect. Due to the coupling of the particle energy to the angular mo
mentum density in the string, it is shown that the angular momentum 
spectrum of the quantum particle is shifted by a constant amount. 
This, it is argued, will give rise to an non vanishing angular momen
tum density in the quantum vacuum outside the rotating string. It is 
also shown that a quantum particle might experience an infinite blue 
shift in the presence of closed timeLike curves outside such a string. 
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1 Introduction 
The electric field inside a conductor might be nonvanishing when placed in 
a gravitational field [1]. Also, an annular superconductor, situated in the 
vicinity of a massive rotating object, will produce a magnetic field due to 
a gravitation ally induced current in the conductor [2]. A close connection 
between the phenomena of electrodynamics and gravitation does therefore 
seem to follow. This connection is not only restricted to the classical level, 
but is also present in the quantum domain. It is known [3] that electrons 
moving about a magnetic flux tube, but without penetrating into it, will 
attain an extra phase in the related wave function proportional to 

±fcAKW = ±*B. (1) 
Here e (< 0) denotes the fundamental electric charge, and 9B the magnetic 
flux in the tube. A number of authors have shown that a similar phenomenon 
also appear in the study of quantum particles interacting with certain weak 
gravitational fields [4, 5, 6, 7].Even though quantum particles are constrained 
only to move in regions of space time where the Riemannian curvature van
ishes, phase factors due to this curvature may nevertheless occur in the wave-
function. The existence of a gravitational Aharanov-Bohm (GAB) effect is 
hence seen to be implied. One central outcome of these considerations is that 
it seems possible in general to translate between the electromagnetic theory 
and the weak field limit of the gravitational theory {gu„ = TJ^ -f h^J) via the 
analogy [4] 

electric charge «-» energy (2) 

At~ ~ktt,A,^hu. (3) 

In [8] it is shown that the angular momentum to an electron moving 
around a magnetic flux tube, but strictly outside it, is quantized according 
to 

angular momentum = (whole number) +• — (charge)*!^ . (4) 

When studying the properties of the Dirac vacuum outside such tubes this 
eflrct gives rise to an electric current density in the vacuum [9, 10, 11]. A nat
ural interpretation of this vacuum structure, is that electrons and positrons 
move about the string in opposite directions so as to produce a vanishing 
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net angular momentum density, but a nonzero electric current density in 
the vacuum[lO). Naively one could be led to expect that a similar situation 
also occur outside certain gravitating sources due to the proposed analogy 
between electromagnetic and weak gravitational fields above. There is one 
crucial difference however. The angular momentum density in the vacuum 
outside a magnetic flux string vanishes since the sum of the angular mo
menta of electrons and positrons cancel exactly. This follow from the spec
trum above since electrons and positrons carry opposite charges. However, 
generally virtual particles carry energies with the same sign. Hence, when 
charge is replaced by energy, and $B is replaced by a suitable gravitational 
analog $<j, it follows from eq.(4) that we should expect that the angular 
momentum spectrum of both electrons and positrons is shifted by an equal 
amount. Hence no grav it at ion ally induced electric current in the Dirac vac
uum will occur due to hQi terms in the metric. However, now the sum of the 
angular momenta of electrons and positrons is nonzero. Thus, contrary to 
the electromagnetic situation, a nonzero vacuum angular momentum density 
is expected to arise. 

The quantum field theoretical vacuum may display a negative regularized 
energy density in flat space when different surfaces and boundaries are intro
duced. The appearai ce of a negative energy density in vacuum seems almost 
unavoidable in the tl eory of quantum fields in nonflat spaces. The above 
reasoning then seems to open up the possibility that negative energy may 
be flowing about rotating gravitating objects [12]. This is also of interest 
from other points of view. A flux of negative energy, if it exists, may Lave 
consequences for the principles of thermodynamics [13, 14, 15), and it may 
also be important in the realization of certain "time machines" [16|. 

ThiB article is organized as follows. In the next section we derive the 
angular momentum spectrum of both scalar and Dirac particles outside a 
rotating cosmic gauge string. We also study a scalar particle confined to 
move within the boundaries of two cylindrical shells with a common axis 
of symmetry positioned in the middle of the string core. We next study the 
properties of the massless scalar field vacuum in a 1 +1 dimensional space time, 
which display some of the properties of spacetime outside the rotating string. 
We then use the findings in the preceding sections to argue for the existence 
of a vacuum angular momentum density outside a rotating cosmic gauge 
string. In the following we will set h ~ c = G = 1. 
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2 A gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect 
In this paper we will restrict our attention to the exterior region of a spinning, 
straight and infinitely long cosmic gauge string. The choice of this particular 
geometry has a number of advantages when studying GAB effects. The 
exterior region has vanishing Riemannian curvature, such that effects due 
to local intrinsic curvature is not in need of being isolated. The geometry 
outside the string is characterized by the Une element 

da2 = -dt2 - 2m0dtd<j> + dr2 + ( a V - m2

Q)d<f>2 + dz2. (5) 

Here mo = - 4 J and a = 1 — 4/* < 1 where J and ^ is the angular momentum 
and mass per unit length along the string respectively [17]. The coordinate 
ranges is r > r a , where r, is the radial coordinate of the string surface, 
a*H 0 < 4> < 2TT. According to eq.(3) this geometry should correspond in 
the electromagnetic situation to an infinitely long and straight magnetic flux 
tube, with the electromagnetic vector potential expressed in a non-singular 
gauge outside the string {A^ = kt$ = A3). It is furthermore clear that the 
above lin element also display closed time like curves (CTC's) in the region 
ar < T7i0. This feature is not an artifact due to the singular nature of this 
geometry when the radial coordinate is only assumed positive and nonzero. 
It has been shown that these lines also might arise when the singularity 
r = 0 is replaced with an interior solution containing matter, which obey the 
dominant energy condition [16]. A study of the properties of the quantum 
vacuum in this spacetime is therefore also interesting in relation to the general 
question of the possible realization of "time machines" in nature. 

The metric can be cast into an explicit Minkowskian form by defining a 
new coordinate time T = ( -f moland angular coordinate 6 = a<f>. Due to 
the identification of points labeled by 4> = 0 and ø = 2JT it follows that T - I 
and T - t Y 2Trm0 is identified. Hence, T-time attain a periodic nature [17]. 
In terms of T and $ the metric structure can be written 

ds3 = - d T J + dr2 + r2d62 + dz2 . (6) 

The wave equation for the minimally coupled scalar particle in curved 
spacetime is given b> 

( ;Lfl„(v~ S 0")- A/')* = 0 (7) 
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Here M is the mass of the scalar particle, and g represents the determinant 
of the metric tensor. Using the ansatz 

# ~/(rJe-'-W** , (8) 
where / is positive and negative integers, the wave equation reads 

( # + i * + («** - (*2 + M') - im£L±Hmr) = 0. (9) 
r ar' 

This equation has solutions on the form 

/ (r) = Z±<,-H„.„+l)(y/w*-(k' + M>)r) = Za(ar), (10) 

where Z is an arbitrary combination of Bessel functions of the first and 
second kind. We note that the Cauchy horizon does not mark it's presence 
in neither the wave equation nor the wavefunctions. Let us assume that the 
particle is constrained to move outside a cylindrical shell placed some finite 
distance from the origin. In the asymptotic region it is then reasonable to 
assume thai the wavefunction behaves qualitatively as the Hankel functions, 
regardless of the boundary conditions on the cylinder. When expanded in 
the asymptotic region the Hankel function of the first kind reads 

"«(«J ~ iPU'""*^T^-i); T _ «,. (11) 
V TtUT 

Compared to the case when no angular momentum is present on the string 
we see that a phase appear i.i this expression proportional to m 0- The ap
pearance of such a phase factor is expected since the GAB phase according 
to eq.(l) is 

/ • ' " w / m„difi = 2xwm0. (12) 
Jo 

Compared with eq.(l) we identify 2irm0 with the quantity $a. 
The GAB phase factor does also manifest itself in the explicit expression 

for the angular momentum of the particle. In the following we will denote 
the momentum operator for the particle in the ^direction by i» . We will 
identify *" with the differential operator i"'6 w relative to the metric eq,(6). 
It then follows that the particle has an angular momentum operator i ' given 
by [ 18. 19| 

* ' * ^ ( - . 8 , + * * ? ) • . (13) 
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The a - 2 factor is a rescaling of angular momentum on a conic space compared 
to Minkowski spacetime [20]. The expression for ir* could also be derived 
directly from the wave equation by identifying 7r*$ with the a - 1 (mow + /)$ 
term in eq.(9). We conclude that a quantum scalar particle moving around a 
spinning cosmic string, and without necessarily penetrating into the interior 
region of the string, has angular momentum quantized according to 

angular momentum = —((whole number) + — (eneigy)$c) • (14) 
or 2ir 

This result is in accordance with the conjecture eq.(2) and eq.(4). We also 
observe that the angular momentum spectrum differs from the usual one 
when a < 1, and $ c = 0. This does also give rise to Aharanov-Bohm effects 
[17, 21], but has by it's very nature no electromagnetic analog. 

We can easily assure ourselves that a coupling between $ c , and the intrin
sic spin of a fermion does not appear in the associated angular momentum 
spectrum. In curved spacetime the wave equation for a spin \ particle is 
given by [22] 

( 7 ° V a - M)ii> = 0. (15) 

Here the sum in the equation runs over the tetrade field eM„ labels, where 

e " a e W 6 = j r , e s d e t ( e / ) . (16) 

In the following we will let latin indices denote tetrade labels, while greek 
indices denote the canonical coordinates in eq.(5). Latin indices aTe raised 
and lowered with the Minkowski metric Tjab, while greek indices are raised and 
lowered with g^. The covariant derivative V acting on if> and V* is defined 

v . ø = fl„v- r 0 ø , v0tf = a„ø + ør„, (17) 
where the spin connection is explicitly given by 

r„ = - | iVe ."{V«. -«» l r»„ B ) . (is) 

The -j" matrices are identical lo (he usual ones used in ordinary Minkowski 
spricelime Dime theory. The properties of these matrices, and an explicit 
representation, is given in the appendix The components of the physical 
(i.e. relative toa tetrade frame) momentum of the Dirac particle we naturally 
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identify with ica = — iV°. This definition corresponds locally to the usual 
one in Minkowski spacetime. The canonical tetrade frame w° (uja = <fx**eM

a) 
in the geometry eq.(5) is given by 

CJ° = dt + mQd<j>, (19) 

w 1 = dr, (20) 

u2 = ard<f>, (21) 

u? = dz. (22) 

Relative to this frame, we find that all the spin connection coefficients van
ish except Tø = | 7 l 7 2 - The physical angular momentum operator of the 
particle, relative to the canonical frame, is then given by 

* 2 = - - ( - m o 0 | + 0 * ± £ ) . (23) 
a 2 

No coupling between the intrinsic spin of the fermion, and the rotational mo
tion of the source appear in this expression. The expression for TT* in eq.(23) 
is identical to the corresponding expression for a scalar particle, except for 
the ± | term. 

Let us now assume that a scalar particle is constrained to move in a tubu
lar region between two cylindrical surfaces, both with a common symmetry 
axis located at r = 0. The inner cylinder we identify with the surface of the 
cosmic string situated at r = rt. The radius of the outer cylinder is ri > r0. 
In the region r, < r < r ( we choose / ( r ) , in eq.(10), on the form 

/ ( r ) = / I W j ' V ) + B//J"(ar) (24) 

Since we assume the particle not to be outside the tubular region, we must 
require that / ( r , ) = 0, and / ( n ) = 0. These boundary conditions imply 

Hj'\«r.) _ //{"(ar.) 

«{"<-.) ~«J"(«r.>' ' 
By utilizing the asymptotic properties of the Hankel functions in the limiting 
processes art -• 0 (but nonzero) and a n — -x (but finite) we get the 
following condition when 6 > 0 

e..(.-,-l». ',.) = e i . . i i - . i ) _ 6 > 0 ( 2 6 ) 
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n is here a positive number (n > 0), which we identify as the radial quantum 
number. In order to solve for u> we will assume fc = 0 and M = 0. We then 
have 

^••-^-^r\ii{2n + 32) + ^-'l>--m^- ( 2 7 ) 

Here we have used the restriction to positive sign in the righthand side of 
eq.(27) in order to secure positiveness of u>ni/ when the rotation of the string 
is turned off. Similarly, with b < 0 the condition 

follow, leading to a spectrum given by 

When mo is set to zero eq.(29) coincide with eq.(27). We are then left with the 
energy spectrum, which is positive definite, for a quantum particle between 
two cylinders on a cone. Let us call this energy u ^ . The spectra in eq.(27) 
ana eq.(29) then take the form 

UVI = — ^ • (30) 
1 ^ 4<»r, 

The minus sign correspond to eq.(27). A simple analysis shows that also 
u)ni is positive definite. It is clearly seen that ii» n ii>- n ( | l l l > ui„ ti<_m o W . Fur
thermore, when * c = 4ar, the energy u; n i i>_ m o W is infinitely blue shifted. 
With this particular constellation of parameters nothing special happens with 
^n.(<-m n w. It is known that such blue shift effects generally take place in re
gions containing C&uchy horizons [23]. In particular, a classical point particle 
dors experience this infinite blue shift when it approaches the Cauchy horizon 
in the spinning cosmic string spacetime [241 

We now turn to an investigation of the state of the quantum field theo
retical vacuum outside the spinning string core But, before wc embark on 
the full four dimensional problem it is instructive to study a 1 -f 1 dimensional 
analog 
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3 The spinning circle 
Consider a 1 + 1 dimensional spacetime with a metric on the form 

ds2 = -(dt + modi)7 + rld<j>\ (31) 

r 0 is a constant, and 0 is restricted to the interval 0 < <f> < 2n with the end-
points identified so as to produce a smooth metric. We will in the following 
call this metric a spinning circle. When T\ — m\ < 0 this space-time repre
sents a 1 + 1 dimensionaJ time-machine, and we will therefore in the following 
assume TQ > |"io| • Relative to the comoving frame 

u/° = £t + mod<f> (32) 
w} = d<t> (33) 

the metric eq.(31) takes on the form eq.(6) (r = r 0 , a ~ 1, dr = uz = 0). 
In order to second quantize the in ass less scalar field we will first assume the 
metric to have the manifestly Minkowskian form eq.(6). Demanding one-
valuedness in the "angular" coordinate $, and obeisance of the coordinate 
identifications, the physically acceptable mode solutions are given by 

* i = ^ " ' t | ( ± ' ° * - T ) . (34) 

Here k* - m(r 0 T ™o)" \ and ' >s an integer. *^, corresponds to modes with 
/ > 0, and <t^ similarly to modes with / < 0. The zero mode / = 0 is a 
common feature in two-dimensional massless quantum field theory, and will 
not appear in the final energy-momentum tensor ['22]. We therefore drop this 
mode in the following. Note that the 4»̂ , THOJL» are strongly blue-shifted in 
the limit r 0 —• m 0 . The modes eq.(34) arc orthogonal with respect to the 
inner product 

(*m,*n) = i / ( * ; A * n - (^+«,) '#„)rfAM , (35) 

when A is a spacclike hypcrsurface Taking A to be the spacclike surface 
dT - 0 the normalization factor is 

' " - ' ' ^ " r < 3 6 > 
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We expand the field in the complete set of mode solutions 

* = g .!,(«,**+ <.»(**)•), (37) 

and impose the usual commutator algebra between aj and a], a annihilates a 
scalar particle and defines a vacuum state |0) by aj|0) = 0. It is clear from the 
expressions for the mode-solutions, and from the form of the normalization 
factor that the field expansion eq.(37) breaks down when r 0 = m0. 

To calculate the energy-momentum tensor for the conformally coupled 
massless scalarfield we use the point-splitting technique. The energy-momentum 
tensor can formally be written [22] 

(o|r^(x)|o) = lim (a„a„. - x-9iafd^)G{x^% (38) 
x—*x * 

where the two-point function G[x,x') is defined by 

G(x.x') = i (0 | ($(x)*(x ' )- t -$(x ' )*(x)) |0) . (39) 

If we define 
"* = —Z ((T-T')±r0(4>~ <!>')), (40) 

ro ± m 0 

and use the relation [25) 

V - cos(2yn) = - In(2sin y), (41) 

the two-point function can be written 
G(x.x') = - - L ( 4 r 0 U 2 + r 0 ln(sin'( - a *) sin7( - a~ )) 4-

airr0 l 2 

+ m 0 ( l n ( 5 i n ' ( i < r M ) - ! n ( 5 i n , ( ^ - ) ) ) . (42) 

The rr and a* terms in this expression originates from the left to right ("$,*„) 
and right to left ( + m ) moving modes respectively In the coincidence limit 
x' • x (a* -• 0) the logarithms can be expanded as 

ln(sin( j<r*» ~ ln< V ) - ^ ( T ' ) ' - ^ ( ' V + <«) 
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It is then clear that as long as r 0 — m0 is nonzero, the only divergent part 
of the elementary function in the coincidence limit is the logarithmic terms 
originating in the expansion eq.(43). To regularize the elementary function 
we simply drop these terms in the following computations. Then only terms 
proportional to (ff ± ) 2 will contribute to the final energy-momentum tensor 
since all higher order terms vanish after differentiation in the coincidence 
limit. Hence, by utilizing the expansion eq.(43), the effective two-point func
tion can be written 

G{x'X'Ks = ^ 4 r o l n 2 _ T ^ r ° + "*o)(^ + ) J - ^ ( r o -mo)(<r - ) 2 ; . (44) 

The vacuum energy density is then given by 

<0|7Vr|0) = _ - Z l _ . (45) 
24TT{T$ - ml) 

Even though this expression does not hold on the Cauchy horizon ( r 0 = mo), 
it seems natural to suppose that the vacuum energy will diverge severely on 
this surface. A diverging vacuum energy on Cauchy horizons seems to be a 
generic property of 1 + 1 dimensional theory with time-machines [23]. The 
stress is 

< 0 | r** | 0> = M » , 7 ° m » • < 4 6 ) 
24ir(r£ - m{) 

and the off-diagonal component becomes 
MTWII» = nA , T ° ,.- (47) 

2ATI(TI - ml) 
A non-vanishing momentum in the conformal scalar field vacuum is thus 
seen to be induced on the spinning circle. It is clear from the expression 
for the effective t'vo-point function eq.(44), that the divergent property of 
the energy-momentum tensor stems from the <r~ contribution, or equiva
lent^ from the left to right moving modes. Hence, the divergent property 
of renormalized energy-momentum tensor reflects directly the blue-shift of 
these modes. The non-vanishing of the off-diagonal component is naturally 
interpreted as due to the asymetry in the quantum vacuum induced by the 
blue and red-shift of right, and left moving modes respectively. We further 
note that the tensor is traceless which is a general feature of conformal field 
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theory in conformal flat spacetimes. With m 0 = 0 the tensor reduces to the 
tensor found in [22] (chap.4.1). In [22] a cut-off factor was introduced in the 
evaluation of the mode-sums. 

Quantization of the scalarfield could also be performed in the canonical 
coordinates (t, <f>). Choosing a dt = 0 hypersurface on which to perform the 
quantization, the normalized one-valued mode solutions are given by 

* ± = J_ { !*±^! ) • /V^' e ±<W (48) 

Here we use the same sign convention as above. These modes are simply 
related to the modes eq.(34) by the transformation eq.(32) and eq.(33). Due 
to blue and red shift of right and left moving modes, one will compute a 
non-zero energy-flux also in the vacuum associated with these coordinates. 

Formally the induced momentum is a consequence of unusual coordinate 
identifications. We could introduce a physical observer boosted relative to 
the observer eq.(32) and eq.(33) such that equal times are identified. By the 
transformation 

(' = Tcoshu + r o 0s inhu (49) 

$ = — Tsinhu + ^coshu (50) 

the following identifications result in the primed system (t', 4>') — [t\4>' + 

2 * " r o v r o _ m o ) ' P r o v ided that tanhu = —mo^o1- The lineelement relative 
to this particular observer is also on the form eq.(6), and the associated scalar 
field modes are 

* ^ - e V / V m " (51) 

The modes eq.(51) are just the modes eq.(34) transformed to the primed 
system. The scalar field modes in the primed coordinates differ from the 
corresponding modes on a non-spinning circle only by the factor (TQ— m £ ) - 1 ' 2 . 
Compared to a non-spinning circle this represents a simple reselling of the 
radius in the circle. Hence, no momentum will be present in the vacuum 
defined by a field expanded tn terms of these modes. 

The angular momentum operator in the {Tt4>) system is 0$ - *-.06\ = 
8$ - m06V. If no net momentum is present when m 0 = 0 we expect to measure 
a momentum lensity equal -m 0 (Tr r> in the (7 \ø) coordinate system when 
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the m 0 becomes nonzero. This is exactly what we obtained above. In the 
primed coordinates the momentum operator is d# — d<t>, and no momentum 
is hence expected to appear relative to this observer. The primed observer is 
boosted relative to the unprimed comoving system eq.(34-35). Similarly, all 
observers moving with a constant non-zero velocity on a non-spinning circle, 
will observe a momentum in the corresponding vacuum states. We thus find 
it natural to interpret the momentum found induced on the spinning circle as 
due to a kinematical effect. The flux in question can thus naturally be looked 
upon as arising due to a Doppler distortion of the field modes relative to a 
moving observer. The same kind of ef feet arise in the computation of the 
non-renormalized energy-momentum tensor relative to a moving observer in 
Minkowski spacetime [26]. 

4 The vacuum outside a rotating string 
Relative to the singular metric eq.(6) the one-valued and non-singular solu 
lions of the massive Klein-Gordon equation is [12] 

4r= AJw(ar)e-t"TeM . (52, 

A is an normalization constant. These modes are just the coordinate trans
form of the corresponding modes in the canonical coordinates. The vacuum 
states defined relative to these coordinates are hence identical. We define 
the quantum Meld theory in the usual way on a T =constant hypersurface. 
Introducing a ring at r = R and letting R become large, leads to a normal
ization constant in the R —* oc limit given by A7 = \(aR)~l- The two-point 
function is then given by 

£ ( * . * ' ) = — f ] £ J\b\(u,nr)Jw(unr')cos(&un+ptA8), (53) 
n = 0 J=-oo 

where A z w == x" - x'u and Aw„ = (m o A0 - AT)w n . We are unfortunately 
not able to perform this sum due to the appearance of the noninteger index 
Bessel functions [12]. However, we will nevertheless argue that the preceding 
results in this article implies that an angular momentum density also exists 
generally outside the string core. 

The motivation for this work was the analogy between electromagnetism 
and the weak field limit of Einstein's equations. Due to the higher degree of 
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complicateness of Einstein gravity than Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism, 
two analogies exist. The first analogy is the one stated in eq.(2) and eq.(3). 
If the test particle further carries intrinsic spin a second analogy exists, which 
relates the particle charge to it's spin, and the electromagnetic field strength 
tensor to the Riemann curvature tensor (27, 28]. Since the Riemannian cur
vature vanishes outside the string core, this second analogy is of no interest 
in the discussion of the angular momentum spectrum of particles outside the 
rotating cosmic string [28]. Picturing the quantum field theoretical vacuum 
ac a "mist" of positive energy virtual particles, we feel confident that eq.(4) 
can be translated to the gravitational situation via eq.(2) and eq.(3). This is 
confirmed by eq.(14) and eq.(23). Then drawing on the findings in [9, 10), we 
find it compelling to conclude that a nonvanishing angular momentum den
sity indeed is present in the vacuum outside the string. In order to find more 
evidence for the presence of this momentum, we considered the spinning cir
cle. In this mode] spacetime we found that a momentum in the massless and 
minimally coupled scalar field vacuum was generally present. In particular, 
the momentum was present in the canonical coordinates which (in higher 
dimensions) corresponds to having the electromagnetic vector potential in a 
nonsingular gauge outside the flux tube. Since the connection between two 
and four spacetime dimensions, as far as quantum field theory is concerned, 
seems strong enough as to supply physically relevant insights, we conjecture 
that a nonzero angular momentum density w present in the quantum vacuum 
outside the core region of a rotating cosmic string, relative to the canonical 
coordinate system eq.(5). 

5 Final remarks 

In [9, 10, 11] it is shown that the induced magnetic field due to the electric 
current in the vacuum outside a magnetic flux tube will screene the applied 
magnetic field. The resulting magnetic field of the tube-vacuum system is 
hence småler than the field in the bare tube. When we translate this to the 
gravitational situation it follows that the conjectured angular momentum 
density will flow in a direction so as to reduce the total angular momentum 
of the string-vacuum system. CTC's only occur outside a rotating string 
with finite core radius when filled with ultra relativistic matter (16). When 
the energy and momentum of the quantum vacuum is included in the total 
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energy-momentum tensor of the string-vacuum system, it follows that the 
induced momentum might prohibit the occurence of CTC's outside rotat
ing strings when the integrated version of the dominant energy condition is 
assumed to hold [29]. 
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Appendix: Conventions 
We define the Dirac matrices to satisfy 

{V\7 S } = 2 ^ - (7°) ' = - ( 7 ? = - 1 • (54) 

We also let 

so that 7°' = 7°7 a 7°. Finally, the 75 matrix is taken as 

Mi-'-)-

(55) 

(56) 

so that 
(7s) ! = - 1 . 7 i = - 7 t (57) 

and 
{ 7 ° , 7 S ) = 0 - (58) 

An explicit representation with these properties is 

(59) 

(60) 

where <r» are the Pauli matrices. These matrices are chosen so that 

" = (? o ) " " = ( ° o')'<"=(o - , ) (62) 
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